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Since you are one of our VIP donors we are including our latest
Animal Rescue Progress Report for your review.  Even though it
has not been a great year for Venezuela, it's been a wonderful
year for all the dogs, cats, and zoo animals we've rescued thanks
to your compassion and generosity.
 
Our dog sanctuaries are very popular, not just for the animals, but
also for those who can not afford to feed and care for domestic
pets. When animal lovers come to our shelters, they see happy,
healthy, well-nourished animals that have been examined by
veterinarians who have given them all their shots and
vaccinations.
 
In this report, we will detail the work we have done over the past
year for dog shelters and zoo animal rescue efforts. 
 
You'll also see a selection of photos featuring our animals,
volunteers, and staff at SAI. Please feel free to contact me with
any special requests or questions regarding the daily care we
deliver to the abandoned animals in Venezuela.
 
Sincerely,
 
Steven Malca, 
President,
South American Initiative
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Dear Donor,
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Dogs Are the
Most Popular
None of the dogs in our care
try to escape because they
know we love them and feed
them without fail. That's
because we've purchased 48
bags of dog food, each
weighing 55 pounds, and
provided 2,645 pounds of
food for our K-9 guests in
just the last three months.

They Love Being
Around People

This is a key factor about
why our dogs are getting
adopted at the shelters.
They are clean, disease-
free, and love people. That's
what impresses the shelter
visitors when they are
surrounded by our animals.
 
 

But that's not all. Our
volunteers give these
animals unconditional love
so they develop good
temperament, and enjoy
being around people.
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Our Sanctuaries
Are Full
With the success we've
experienced this year, the
sanctuaries are full.
 
Vacancies open when the
animals are adopted and
new rescues take their place.
The dogs are living in
harmony with each other.
Seldom do we have dogs
misbehaving because their
promise of food and treats is
well respected among our
dog population. Lol!

SAI Builds New
Animal Rescue
Shelter
I've included a copy of the
“blue-print” our engineers
have designed for our new
shelter. We anticipate that
it will be completed by the
end of the year with
support from people like
you and A&G.
 
Please take a moment and
read our latest reviews
about our work with the
Dog Shelters and Monkey
Reserve. It’s a quick read
with lots of great pictures
featuring your donations at
work!
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SAI - A&G Sanctuary
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What People Say About SAI's Dog
and Cat Rescue Program

"I am grateful to have received today the donation of dry food,

medicines, and medical supplies to continue the work of caring,

protecting and safeguarding our abandoned pets in these difficult

times in Venezuela."

-Martha L.  

Safeguarding Our Abandoned Pets

"I feel very happy for the work SAI is doing. I have a shelter with 13

dogs and 2 cats and thanks to SAI the pets have been able to eat, have

veterinary consultations, and medicine, May God continue to bless them

and allow them to continue the work they have been doing."

-Mabel Angeles    

May God Continue To Bless You!

"There will always be people and animals in need of help to overcome

their situation. SAI gives the best of itself. The volunteers make each

day better!"

-Luis E.

SAI Makes Each Day Better!

Excellent Job!
"The South American Initiative does an excellent job helping to take

care of abandoned pets that are helpless and terrified. Thanks for

showing there can always be hope!"
-Nato V.   



In collaboration with A & G, SAI is rescuing domestic pets, dogs
especially, as they continue to be abandoned, and we continue to
rescue them. As you can see, the pictures below were taken at
our sanctuaries. When it comes to dogs, we've got a genuine herd
of happy dogs at our rescue sanctuaries.
 
 
 Domestic Pets:

A Luxury for 

Those Who Can

Afford to Feed &

Care for Them

Many of the animals we work with come to us in bad shape. Most
need medical care and regular feeding to get healthy again. All
our rescued pets also seem to be desperate for love, affection,
and attention. A little food every day also goes a long way too!
 
We continue to provide for these animals as though they were
our own family. And in a sense, they are. With your help, we have
been able to save pets who would have died from starvation or
disease.
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SAI & A&G Rescue Dogs
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We Make Them Healthy

We Also continue to make sure they are healthy. Nobody in Venezuela
wants to adopt a sick pet. Animals with diseases, rashes, and open
wounds are often killed because no one has the skills or the money to
help them heal from whatever condition they're experiencing.
 
For the past few months we have provided food, medical care, and
medical supplies to the following:
 

January: 105 abandoned pets have received care.
February: 98 abandoned pets have received care.
March: 90 abandoned pets have received care.
April: 90 abandoned pets have received care.
May: 123  abandoned pets have received care.
June: 174 abandoned pets have received care.
July: 174 abandoned pets have received care.
August: 172 abandoned pets have received care. 
September: 162 abandoned pets have received care. 

 
Your contributions to SAI have made the expansion of our animal
project a reality. As I mentioned earlier, with your help our new
sanctuary will be completed by the end of this year. This facility will
allow us to rescue and shelter 200 more abandoned pets.
 
As always, we continually increase the amount of food and medicine
we supply to these abandoned pets struggling to stay alive during this
economic crisis.
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Unfortunately, among the Venezuelan population there is a lack
of care and preservation of species facing extinction.
 
The population of our monkeys should have increased to 16, but
the mother of the newborn died. A visitor tried to steal the
newborn baby monkey and in the process harmed the mother
resulting in her death.
 
This situation proves the necessity for increased security for the
animals. We can utilize additional funding to enhance security at
our facilities for zoo animals and abandoned pets. We plan on
helping the zoos with additional fences to protect the monkeys
and surrounding wild life.
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Keeping animals in danger of
extinction alive
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With our program we have had the joy of helping a variety  of wild
zoo animals providing nutritious foods that improve the health of
each one of them. 
 

Zoo Animals SAI is Currently Supporting:
 Boa tornasol,

Pitón Birmana
albina
Boa dormilona
Boa Arboricola
Babo morichalero
Falsa coral
Falsa coral
mexicana
Coral llanera
Caimán de
anteojos
Terciopelo
Tigra mariposa
Pitón reticulado
Boa de
Madagascar
Cascabel de
uracoa
Cascabel negra

 

Híbrido de
cascabelCascabel
común
Mapanare rabo frito
Camaleón de vela
Culebras
dipsadinas
Tarántula de
paraguan
Sapito minero
Tigra cazadora
Mapururua
Morrona
Iguana verde
Tragavenado
Lora cesta
Pitón tigre de
cabeza amarilla
Pitón sangre

 

Pitón bola,
AnacondaMorrocoy
Gecko leopardo
Falsa mapanare
Mato real
Cocodrilo del
Orinoco
Boa paraguanera



During the months of June, July and August, we have provided
sustainable food to alleviate hunger in rare animal refuges and
sanctuaries for wild animals.
 

Banana: 650 lbs 
Papaya: 313 lbs
Plantain: 440lbs
Mango: 295 lbs
Watermelon: 304 lbs
Sunflower seeds: 229 lbs
Eggs: 10 cartons
Oats: 55 lbs
Peanut: 37 lbs
Mice: 170 units
Dog Food: 496 lbs
Milk: 2.2 lbs

 
TOTAL food donated:
 

 
2,821 lbs

+ 10 Cartons of Eggs & 170 mice
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Feeding Wild Animals
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Reviews About What Animal
Sanctuaries and Zoos are Saying
About SAI

SAI Saves Monkeys By Supporting
Venezuelan Monkey Reserve

"Many thanks to South American Initiative for helping this

Venezuelan Monkey Reserve in such a difficult time. SAI is a great

example of how your donations provide rescue assistance to rare

animals who cannot survive on their own without being stolen or

hunted by poachers looking for food."

Rescues Rare Animals

 

More Precious Than Gold!

"Many thanks to  "South American Initiative"  for  their
interest  and perseverance in helping this  monkey reserve
in such a diff icult  t ime.  Wildl ife  conservation is  very
important  for  future generations.  Al l  your help is  more
precious than gold."

                                               -BOTASS
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Great Collaborators Helping 
The Common Good!

"They are a group of humanitarian people. Conscious and

collaborators. They help the common good."

                        - K a r e n  M . B .

Happy & Grateful!

"The SAI volunteers are a wonderful team. They offer us help and

medical supplies to take care of our pets. We are very happy that

you can help us and grateful for your work. God bless the

wonderful Volunteers at SAI."

                                        -Mercedes Refugio

Excellent Job!

"The South American Initiative does an excellent job helping to take

care of abandoned pets that are helpless and terrified. Thanks for

showing there can always be hope!"

-Nato V.
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Our Donors Are Guardian Angels
At SAI we want to sincerely thank you for helping us rescue these pets
and give them the opportunity to become a member of a loving family
who can afford to feed them. 

 
Many people claim that we are a “guardian angel” for abandoned pets.
That’s nice, but we know that you, our donors along with A & G, are
the real heroes in this continuing crisis in Venezuela. 

 
Our staff and volunteers are grateful because without your help many
of these adorable creatures would simply die of starvation and disease.
Due to your generosity, the animals are happy, well nourished and
healthy!


